Engineering R&D Expertise

Experience:
25+ years experience in developing innovative technologies in multiple
industries. Particular expertise in automotive and hydraulic power systems
including engine and transmissions, hybrids, fuel systems and biofuels.
Proven track record of rapid design and development of new technologies
with the intent of taking it to large scale production.

Expertise:
-

Mechanical design, solid modeling, GD&T
High bandwidth hydraulic system analysis and design
Dynamic modeling
FEA, CFD, Magnetic modeling
Dynamometer and test facility design & operation
Electronic controls
Powertrain testing
Testing and development
Program management

Core Strength:
Core strength is rapidly developing new technology using a combination of
sophisticated analysis tools, creativity, experience and hard work.

Simulation and other virtual prototyping tools allow us to quickly and
inexpensively iterate through many different designs to understand how they
will function before they are built saving our clients time and money.

Czero engineers have worked on a wide range of innovative products:

Czero Projects:
-

Hydraulic hybrid vehicles
Prototype cylinder heads, valvetrains and cams
CNG compressor design
CNG stationary genset design
Engine exhaust energy recovery
Reactor design for biodiesel feedstock from algae
Biofuel mixing stations
Vertical axis wind turbines
Outboard motors
High speed, low leakage valve designs
Engine dynamometer and test facility design
Turbochrger development and engine testing
CO2 based industrial cleaning machines
Productization of consumer electronic products
Electric bicycles
Molten salt test systems
Automatic transmission valve body analysis
Advanced expander design and analysis

Case Study - BorgWarner
BorgWarner is a world class supplier of automotive systems
and components and is continuously developing new
innovative products for their customers.
Czero assisted BorgWarner’s Drivetrain group in this process by
developing detailed dynamic simulations for one of
BorgWarner’s latest powertrain systems allowing their
engineers to understand how different architectural changes
would affect performance before they were ever built. Our
engineers used the simulation tool to look through a large
number of possible solutions and help them quickly and cost
effectively converge on the best solution.
By simulating the performance of their new products Czero
engineers were able to save BorgWarner time and money
while simultaneously making a better product.
Czero has also worked with BorgWarner’s Engine Group
providing R&D expertise for engine components and
overseeing an engine test program.
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Case Study - VanDyne SuperTurbo
The VanDyne SuperTurbo combines the best of
turbochargers and superchargers to reduce engine fuel
consumption while increasing engine performance.
Czero worked with VanDyne and several other companies to
design and build an engine test facility that recovers the
engine power and feed it to the electric grid rather than
waste it as so many other facilities do.
Czero engineers also wrote the electronic controls that
control the Superturbo as well as the control algorithms that
control the entire engine test facility.
Czero engineers were able to accelerate the testing and
development of the Superturbo and provide a more
efficient facility with lower operating costs.

Case Study – Department of Energy / ARPA-E:

In 2012 Oregon State University and The Colorado
State University were jointly awarded a grant to design
and build a natural gas vehicle that could reconfigure
one of the engine cylinders to switch on the fly between
normal combustion and refueling the vehicle using low
pressure gas available in most residential homes.
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Modeled after the highly successful DARPA program the
Advanced Research Projects Agency-Energy (ARPA-E)
advances high-potential, high-impact energy technologies
that are too early for private-sector investment.
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it since.
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Czero has taken the lead in designing the system architecture00and has
50
100
developed sophisticated simulations that have been used to5000
test numerous
strategies and architectures for the system. Czero is also doing
the design
0
-5000 in a running
work to modify a production engine to demonstrate the concept
0
vehicle. The work has led to numerous invention disclosures for
OSU 50and the100
1000
results so good the Department of Energy has approved additional
funding.

Case Study - Bombardier Recreational Products:
Outboard engines are very popular and are used throughout the world.
Any reductions in fuel consumption or emissions translate into large
amounts when totaled up across the globe.
Czero develops sophisticated simulation models for Bombardier
Recreational Products that help make their Johnson and Evinrude
outboard engines more efficient and reduce emissions.
By using simulation models in place of testing Bombardier is able to
reduce product development time and cost and provide their customers
cleaner and more efficient products.

Case Study – Czero Hydraulic Hybrid Technology
Hydraulic hybrids can save 15-30% fuel economy and extend brake life 2-4 times in certain applications.
The engineers of Czero have been working on hydraulic hybrids since the early 1990’s and recently have
built and tested two systems in an international 4700. The gen III gearbox shown below was designed
from the ground up and has operated without failure.
Czero had 5 patent applications on our design and controls and plan to license the technology and
provide technical assistance to other companies working in this field.

Case Study – CO2Nexus:
CO2Nexus, Inc. offers innovative fabric and textile cleaning
solutions that are environmentally friendly, people friendly and
fabric friendly. The process uses liquid carbon dioxide (CO2) as
the primary cleaning method.
These environmental and performance benefits translate into
direct economic savings. Longer garment lifetime means less
garment replacement costs. Lower water and energy
consumption, and the elimination of a secondary waste stream
equate to immediate economic benefits.
Czero is working with CO2Nexus to design the next generation
CO2 based cleaning machines. The first prototype has been
operating for over a year with great results and the production
machine is being designed with Czero’s help.
CO2Nexus was recently named one of 5 finalists for the
prestigious Cleanroom Innovation Award, sponsored and
organized annually by Reinraum Akademie and Cleanroom
Magazine. The winner has not been selected at this time.
CO2Nexus is a spin out Feyecon based in Amsterdam

Case Study - Solix Biofuels:

Algae has the potential to be a low cost feedstock for biodiesel from
the sun that could replace the need for petroleum based fuels and
Solix Biofuels is widely recognized as an industry leader.
For over six years Czero has been providing critical engineering
services designing and developing the patented algae growth
systems (AGS) for Solix.
Our engineers combine sophisticated modeling tools with rapid
prototyping to quickly and cost effectively develop new systems for
emerging technologies such as this.
Czero engineers are the inventors on multiple patents applications
for the AGS that are assigned to Solix providing them great
competitive advantage.

Partial Customer List:
- Blue Sun Biofuels http://www.gobluesun.com
- Bombardier Recreational Products http://corp.brp.com/en-us/
- BorgWarner – Drivetrain Group http://www.borgwarner.com
- BorgWarner – Engine Group http://www.borgwarner.com
- Bright Energy Storage Technologies www.brightes.com/
- Cast Cooler http://www.castcooler.com/
- Clean Engine Inc http://clean-engines.com/
- CO2Nexus http://www.co2nexus.com/
- CSU Engines and Energy Conversion Laboratory http://eecl.colostate.edu/
- CrashBoxx http://www.crashboxx.com/
- Envirofit International www.envirofit.org
- Iris Engines http://www.irisengine.com/
- K-malt http://www.k-mal.com
- Logimesh http://www.logimesh.com/
- RideKick http://www.ridekick.com/
- RPO Ltd http://www.rpo.biz/
- Springs Fabrication http://www.springsfab.com
- Solix Biofuels http://www.solixbiofuels.com/
- SRA International http://www.sra.com
- Sturman Industries http://www.sturmanindustries.com/
- Trelleborg Sealing Solutions http://www.trelleborg.com/
- VanDyne SuperTurbo http://www.vandynesuperturbo.com/
- Woodward Governor http://www.woodward.com/
- Zebulon Solutions http://www.zebulonsolutions.com/

* And multiple others that cannot be disclosed due to confidentiality agreements

Past Projects of Czero Engineers:
-

Hydraulic Valve Actuation (Camless) design & development
High pressure diesel fuel injectors design & testing
High bandwidth hydrostatic dynamometers design & development
High speed valve design and development
Automatic transmission design & testing
Positive displacement pump controls
Vehicle and powertrain simulation
Hydraulic and dynamic simulation
Powertrain and vehicle testing
Kayak design and rotomolding
Robotic walking machines

Government Contracting:
(Czero is a small business)
Primary NAICS
541330—Engineering Services / Engineering Services
541420—Industrial design services
541721—Engineering research and development services
GSA Contract Holder (#GS-10F-0081X) - Special Item Numbers (SIN’s)
871-1—Strategic planning for technology programs activities (ME/EE)
871-2—Concept development and requirements analysis (ME/EE)
871-3—System design, engineering and integration (ME/EE)
871-4—Test and evaluation (ME/EE)

Affiliates/Collaboration:
Czero believes in the power of teamwork and collaboration. In addition to the
customers we work with we are currently working with multiple entities including
the Colorado State University - Engines and Energy Conversion Laboratory, the
City of Fort Collins - Rocky Mountain Innovation Initiative (RMi2) and other
affiliate engineering firms.

Collectively Czero and our
affiliates can provide you
with the expertise
you need to seamlessly
take your concept from the
back of a napkin
sketch to high volume
production with robust
quality control

Value Proposition:
Czero can take concepts from the back of a napkin to production ready design.
We combine deep analytical skills with years of experience to do this rapidly, at
low cost, and as independently as you want.

We have robust project management systems in place that keep your projects on
time and on budget. We provide weekly updates and frequent communication so
you know how your project is doing at all times.
We save our clients time and money, while providing peace of mind.

Satisfaction Guaranteed:
- We are confident in our engineers ability to deliver high quality results, on time

and on budget.
- If we do not think we can add value to your project, we won’t take the job.
- If you are not happy with the work we do, you don’t pay.

Testimonials:
"We have worked with Czero in the past on fuel blending technology design challenges. They were quick to respond and used sophisticated engineering
analysis tools to quickly determine what the problem was where others failed, and came up with a cost effective solution for us. I will work with them again
and highly recommend them."
Justin Bzdek, President, Symbios Technologies; former Vice President R&D, Blue Sun Biodiesel
I have a >$1M US Department of Energy research effort for which I was understaffed and lacking specific subject area expertise. Czero was able to engage
last minute to displace a well know automotive engineering company at a fraction of the price. Over a year into the project, Czero has continued to be
responsive and trustworthy; their engineering performance has contributed significantly to an increase in project funding from the sponsor. As the project
principal investigator, selecting Czero as an engineering services company has been one of the best decisions I have made.
Dr. Chris Hagen, Oregon State University-Cascades assistant professor in the Energy Systems Engineering program
"Czero’s ability to work with our engineers in developing innovative, ground breaking technology has been a great benefit to the SuperTurbo development.
We have placed a lot of trust in Czero ‘s ability to deliver and have not been disappointed. They are a top shelf organization."
Tom Waldron - Vice President of Operations, VanDyne SuperTurbo
“The true sign of individual or organizational dynamism is the willingness to risks. It signals real confidence in capabilities and know-how, the flexibility and
creativity to explore and test new solutions, and guts to do what it takes to deliver under real economic and technical uncertainty. Czero epitomizes those
characteristics, and combines them with old fashioned integrity and reliability. Needless to say their engineering and technical capabilities are superb. As a
young company commercializing real black box technology, we've entrusted them with taking responsibility for critical design and engineering tasks for
which there are no precedents - i.e. it has never been done before. They have delivered, under demanding time and resource constraints and set a very high
bar. Culturally and otherwise, they are an ideal partner for young start ups who need deep dive, blank slate engineering solutions. I would recommend them
to anyone.”
Richard Kinsman – CEO CO2Nexus

“Czero was an insightful and very technically proficient group that were instrumental in helping us develop our technology. They were very quick studies to
understand the fundamental challenges we faced and design/build solutions around them. Top qualities: Great Results, Personable, Good Value”
Doug Henston – Former CEO Solix Biofuels
"In my work with the principles from Czero, there was clear demonstration that rich analytical expertise, strong hardware in the loop system analysis, and
rapid prototyping tools were used. This process provided the best opportunity for creativity, reduced development cycle time, and overall reduced cost. Any
time technical specialists utilize advanced development and system engineering tools to the fullest extent to exceed their customer's expectations, the
customer wins with a more robust design, delivered quicker, and under budget."
Lyle Shuey - Vice President, Bright Automotive
"I was extremely impressed with how quickly Czero understood the needs and intent of the bearing housing design and how responsive they were in
completing the drawing package."
Scott Taylor - Vice President of Engineering, TMA Global Wind Energy Systems

Contact us to discuss how Czero can help
accelerate your development and reduce costs
Guy Babbitt, Ph.D.
Czero, Inc.
320 E Vine Drive, Suite 325
Fort Collins, CO 80524
guy.babbitt@czero-solutions.com
(719) 331-9662

Visit us on the web:
www.czero-solutions.com

